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Waterfront Guide
Buying a home on beautiful Bainbridge Island
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“Bainbridge Island: The Nantucket of the 
Pacific Northwest.”

-Vogue magazine
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Bainbridge Island’s natural beauty has welcomed 
familes for generations.

Christened by Vogue magazine “The Nantucket of the Pacific Northwest,” Bainbridge Island’s 
53 miles of coastline provides homeowners with a vast array of breathtaking views that can 
only be found in the Pacific Northwest, and most uniquely on Bainbridge Island.

Just 12 miles directly west of downtown Seattle and a half-hour ferry ride across the Puget 
Sound, Bainbridge Island is nestled between two majestic mountain ranges — the Olympics 
and the Cascades. 

Your Bainbridge Island journey awaits.

Come explore with the island’s leading waterfront real estate expert, Windermere Real 
Estate’s Jason Shutt, the remarkable opportunities to own your waterfront piece of “the is-
land.”
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“When getting help with money, whether 
it’s insurance, real estate or investments, 

you should always look for someone 
with the heart of a teacher, not the heart 

of a salesman.”
— Dave Ramsey , Financial Guru 
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Why buying on Bainbridge is different

No two Bainbridge Island waterfront properties deliver the same experience of drawing 
drama into the home. The size of the windows, the surrounding trees, and the house’s 
orientation are crucial factors in how the shoreline and beyond are brought into the 
home, completing each home’s unique experience. 

The property’s grounds, the tree density, the distance to and vertical relief above the 
water result in a one-of-a-kind gaze upon the horizon and across the water to the other 
shore. 

The Bainbridge waterfront home buying experience is different, offering excitement and 
challenges. Our preponderance of diverse housing stock means a multi-million waterfront 
estate may sit a stone’s throw from a basic cottage or simple ranch-style home, sharing 
the same view.

Buying a waterfront home on Bainbridge is rarely straightforward and why you need an 
expert like Jason Shutt, who will not only help you avoid potential pitfalls, but will strive to 
empower you to make educated decisions.

For example, the air temperature and wind speed can impact your waterfront home 
based on where it sits. The closer your home sits to the water’s edge, the more likely it will 
follow the weather patterns over the water. 

A home that sits back off the water on a long lot may enjoy temperatures that are radically 
different across the property. For example, there’s a new home at the western tip of our 
island nestled in the trees, 125 feet back from the bulkhead. The house remains 15-20 
degrees cooler than the beach, providing a welcome relief after a day of baking in our 
summer sun.

Finally, if a picture is worth a thousand words, there’s no better way to experience our 
island’s meandering coastal beauty than a Bainbridge aerial video tour. It’s worth a million 
words or more and can be found at jasonshutt.com/tour.
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How to shop for a waterfront home on Bainbridge

Where do you begin your quest to shop for a waterfront home on an island that has 53 
miles of shoreline? Windermere Real Estate’s Jason Shutt offers his innovative guide to the 
10 distinct waterfront neighborhoods of Bainbridge Island.

Jason provides the Island’s most unique online insider’s guide to each neighborhood to 
make sure the waterfront neighborhood you are shopping matches what you are looking 
for in your new home. 

The 10 waterfront neighborhoods of Bainbridge Island include:

• Eagle Harbor
• Rockaway Beach
• Blakely Harbor & Country Club
• The South End
• Fletcher Bay & Battle Point
• Manzanita Bay
• Agate Passage & Agate Point
• Port Madison
• The Spit
• Sunrise

You can experience each neighborhood with an aerial video tour alongside descriptions 
and sales statistics, beginning your journey at jasonshutt.com/the-neighborhoods.
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What to expect

You deserve a luxury real estate experience when shopping for a waterfront property on 
Bainbridge Island.

That means experience you can trust with an unparalleled Bainbridge Island waterfront 
property knowledge.

It means gaining peace of mind from timely, clear, and effective communication to keep 
you apprised throughout your journey: getting the information you need when you need 
it.

It also means experiencing less stress from working with a seasoned negotiator with 
proven project management skills.

This is the luxury experience Bainbridge Islander Jason Shutt 
offers, which also includes:

Refining your criteria: Together, you will work with Jason to clarify your needs, wants, 
and priorities. You’ll be able to review the last year of sales to get a greater sense of the 
waterfront marketplace. This will help discover the fit you are looking for in a waterfront 
home. 

Listing emails: You will be automatically notified by email within seconds of a waterfront 
home that fits your specific criteria comes onto the market. You will receive the most 
accurate and timely information as it comes directly from the Multiple Listing Service 
(MLS), which is used by all local real estate professionals. Better than data provided by the 
Zillows of the world, this can give you a competitive edge.

Inside intel: There’s an advantage to working with an agent who can say “I know that 
house” based on personally walking through it. If you need to see a new waterfront 
home that just came on the market, a live video tour quickly can be arranged. If you are 
an out-of-town buyer, you will receive the information you need to jump on a plane with 
confidence. 
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Your needs, your wants and your non-negotiables 
The most important part of establishing a relationship with a real estate agent is that 
they listen to you, understanding your wants, needs and dreams. Let’s talk about what 
your perfect island lifestyle looks like, to help you find and live that vision on Bainbridge 
Island. 

Jason brings intuition and is laser focused on your goals and objectives so that there is 
never buyer’s remorse. Everything you share is strictly confidential not just during, but 
indefinitely after your waterfront purchase has closed.

What is your perfect waterfront home?

• What is your overall spend, and do you need move-in ready or are you willing to put 
some work into a new home? 

• What size bed/bath, square footage, lot do you need?
• What kind of waterfront view thrills you the most: a useable beach, access to water for 

recreation, views of mountains or boat traffic, or do you need a dead on view of the 
Seattle skyline?

• What features do you need to ensure you can live exactly the way you want? Is it doors 
that open wide to bring the feeling of water into the home, or is the flow of the kitchen to 
dining and decks crucial? Knowing these intangible details about your lifestyle helps Jason 
see the market through your eyes.

• What are your non-negotiables? If you simply must have a Western exposure, a dock for 
your boat, or she-shed, let Jason know.

What is your perfect neighborhood?

• Do you mind having close neighbors, or are you seeking privacy?
• Is it important to be able to be in an area that’s more social, or isolated? 
• Are you seeking to be near town, or would you prefer a more rural feel? 

What is your ideal lot for your waterfront home?

• What are your must-haves versus negotiable waterfront views: does it need to feel 
like an ocean, river or lake? 

• Does the site need to serve water recreational access needs? 
• Are you looking for a smaller lot or larger acreage?
• How important is privacy?
• Do you want the shade of Pacific Northwest trees, or open sunny skies?
• Do you want room for animals, a studio, guest house or other outbuildings?
• Do you know where on the island you would most like to live?
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Taking care of the details 

The most important thing during your home buying process is information — especially 
during the due diligence period.

This is particularly important on Bainbridge Island, because of the peculiarities of buying 
property here, especially waterfront homes. Don’t worry, Jason has a network of skilled 
inspectors and contractors available to help assess anything and everything that’s 
encountered. In that rare case that you find something that you want to walk away from, 
knowing when to terminate your contract is why you are working with one of the best 
advocates in the business.

Understanding the peculiarities of Bainbridge 
Island property

Sewer and Septic Systems: Not every waterfront neighborhood is on a sewer system. In 
fact, most Bainbridge waterfront homes are served by private septic systems, which are 
regulated by our county’s Health Department.

Public and Well Water: Again, while a large part of Bainbridge Island is served by the city 
or county water systems, there are also small water communities - comprising a half a 
dozen to dozens of homes. Moreover, many homes are served by private wells.

Etcetera: When the site matters — which is always — it’s a smart decision to work with a 
Realtor who has a Bachelor of Science in Geoscience and understands the fundamentals 
of bulkheads, slope stability, docks, local shoreline zoning and permitting. Additionally, 
Jason’s Master Arts in Education ensures an ability to effectively communicate all findings 
to you. 
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Taking care of the details (cont.) 

Geological setting: Bainbridge has a fair share of what our building code calls Critical 
Areas, which includes steep slopes, streams and wetlands, and aquifer recharge. Formed 
during the last ice age 13,000 to 15,000 years ago, island property can be complicated due 
to the way volcanoes, earthquakes, and glaciers formed the island. You’ll benefit by having 
Jason, a trained geologist, at your side.

Home types and the home inspection: From turn-of-the-century farm houses to 
modern new construction, Bainbridge Island features a cornucopia of housing types. 
Materials and building code have changed dramatically over the last century. Fortunately 
for you, one of our island’s top home inspectors is the president of the state inspector’s 
association. He literally wrote the book on applying his craft to home buying (“The 
Confident House Hunter”). Getting a full and honest assessment of the home you are 
interested in buying ensures you know the good, bad (and even the ugly!) about the 
condition of the home, which includes a consult from a highly-knowledgeable General 
Contractor. 

Architects, Contractors and Permitting Specialists: It’s very possible you’re going to 
make some changes to a home you buy. Working with Jason connects you to an extensive 
network of vetted vendors and specialists who can talk through the vision you have for 
your waterfront home.

Road Noise and Living Dark: These are just as important as they sound. No pun 
intended. Do you know what “living dark” means? Don’t worry, Jason will show you.
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Turning the art of real estate into science

“What do you think it’s worth?“
   
When buying a waterfront home on Bainbridge Island, this might be the most important 
question you ask (and the hope is you will ask many!). When you’re ready to make an 
offer, Jason uses a proprietary process to analyze local sales comparisons to help you 
make a well-informed, data-backed decision on your offer price. Jason also will work 
with the listing agent to gain insight to the seller’s motivations. This helps you to better 
understand what emotional levers might help you put together an offer that stands out 
from the crowd.
  
Knowing the market
   
Monthly Market Report: This exclusive Bainbridge Island report is available only from 
Jason. Each month, he conducts a thorough and granular examination of the island’s real 
estate activity. The most thorough statistical report of its kind, Jason shares his Monthly 
Market Report with all his clients. This comprehensive research gives you unique and 
valuable insight into real estate demand and pricing trends on Bainbridge Island.
     
Broker Tour: Every Thursday, recent Bainbridge Island properties listed for sale are 
featured on a Broker Tour. This gives Jason a first-look at every new listing before it is 
shown to the public, allowing him to collect the details, unique attributes, and experience 
the energy of each property. This boots-on-the-ground exposure to new waterfront 
homes listed for sale will reduce the amount of time you’ll spend visiting a home that — in 
person — isn’t a match for you. 
    
Local professional relationships: Real estate is a unique world of coopertition: a real estate 
agent who may compete with Jason may also be his ally when she or he is representing 
a seller. The strong relationships — and trust — Jason has built with other Bainbridge 
professionals over the years, can give you an edge when preparing an offer or during 
negotiations. 
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Working together

Buying a waterfront home is often a highly emotional experience for many people, and 
one’s motivations may be just as important as price.

That’s why first and foremost, as your real estate professional, I will listen carefully to you 
and your needs. They will come first, always.

I also will provide you with the local market intelligence you need to make your most 
informed decisions when buying a waterfront home.

And I will always be 100% honest with you and earn your trust through time. 

Before becoming a real estate professional, for well over a decade, I was a Bainbridge 
Island middle school math and science teacher. Near the end of my teaching career, I 
coached other teachers and was an intermediary to the administrators and parents. 

Real estate leaders say that teachers make the best real estate agents: they are naturally 
empathetic, used to managing stress, are superior listeners, excellent communicators, 
skilled negotiators, and exhibit a remarkable commitment to hard work. 

My approach is to turn the art of real estate into a science. That means knowing the real 
estate market details and statistics down to the neighborhood level to provide you with 
informed advice backed by data.

Islanders know me as a patient, careful listener, who remains poised under pressure. 
I understand how the power of data analysis, thoughtful research, and thorough 
preparation can benefit you. My education and experience have honed my problem-
solving capabilities, and I enjoy finding your best solutions.

My proclivity for productivity means I’ll move mountains for you while protecting your 
best interests above all else. You are assured as smooth as a buying experience as 
possible. I’ll work meticulously to fulfill every request and provide a level of service so 
exceptional, you’ll recommend me to your best friends and family.

I will do everything I can to reduce your stress, protect your best interests, and work 
tirelessly to ensure that your purchase is one of the best decisions you ever make. 
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Jason, with his wife Mairead and family, enjoys outdoor adventures, including camping 
near beaches, digging clams and snow skiing. Jason holds an honorary PhD in Telemark 
Skiing from Ski Bum University at Grand Targhee, WY.  On Bainbridge, Jason has been a 
co-chair of the Sakai Park bond and a couple of BISD levy/bond campaigns. He’s a BI Parks 
Foundation board member and volunteers at Grace Church. Jason has a Master’s and a 
Bachelor’s degree from Pacific Lutheran University, Tacoma.
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About Jason 

A Realtor and licensed broker with the No. 1 ranked real estate firm on Bainbridge Island, 
Jason Shutt of Windermere Real Estate, is Bainbridge Island’s waterfront neighborhoods 
expert.

Through commitment and long hours combined with a penchant to understand the 
science behind the art of real estate, few agents have achieved a comparable record of 
success on Bainbridge within their first decade, if at all. 

A former local middle school science teacher and father of three (two boys and a girl), 
Jason is also a trained scientist. This skillset and his career experience aids Jason’s 
analytical approach to the home buying and selling process. 

An informed consumer is Jason’s best client, as he is tirelessly dedicated to providing 
information that empowers his clients to make their most informed real estate decisions.

Jason’s results on Bainbridge Island speak for themselves: 

• 2015: Closed 9 sales in first full year in business
• 2016: Ranked in Top 20 island agents for overall number of sales
• 2017: Sold both the highest and lowest priced homes on the island, as well as the 

highest and lowest priced waterfront homes
• 2018: Ranked third for overall number of buyer-sided sales  
• 2019: Moved to Windermere to accelerate professional growth
• 2020: Fourth consecutive year of surpassing $10 million in total sales volume

Jason believes that every client he serves deserves a luxury real estate buying experience. 
You cannot find a more dedicated expert to help you find your Bainbridge waterfront 
oasis.
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What customers say about Jason

“In the 30 years that we have been buying and selling properties, Jason is by far the best 
Realtor with whom we have worked. We know him to be altruistic and truthful, with an 
approach that is not formulaic or reactive, but intentional and analytic. We recommend Jason 
as a true real estate ‘professional’ in every sense of the word.”

— Steve & Dana Webber (6x client)

“I can’t believe how Jason removed all the stress from my transaction. He was truly interested 
in getting to know me and what I wanted and needed. And even though I had some bumps 
slow me down, he remained a patient problem-solver and never disappeared. I could not be 
happier!”

— Trish Rantos, Ellingsen Rd.

“Jason was referred to us by friends, and we liked that he was not pushy or self-promoting. 
He took the time to get to know us and to inform and educate us about the recent history 
of the market. Jason worked really hard to follow through, clearly communicate, and make 
our buying experience as stress-free as possible. I think he also worked hard for the sellers 
to make it a good experience for them as well. In the frenetic Puget Sound area real estate 
buyers market, he still took his time to counsel and keep us all in check throughout the 
process.”

—Bridget & Jeremy Yates, Daniel Court

“Jason eagerly made sure we had all the relevant facts to be honestly educated about 
the buying process. We appreciate that he prepared us for the best decision while never 
becoming a part of the decision making process; he left that to us. We never felt rushed and 
respect how much work he did without ever pressuring us.”

— Juan & Maria Bianchi North Tolo Road
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More customer comments

“Jason is intuitive enough to understand his client’s needs — and his attention to detail 
and patience was key in representing us. Jason has exceeded our expectations and we 
recommend him before any other.”

— Virginia & Richard Doleshek

“Jason asked the right questions to understand exactly what we were looking for, went and 
found it, and then was remarkably helpful and supportive through, and beyond, closing. He 
kept us informed every step of the way and chased down answers to dozens of questions 
with amazing responsiveness. Not only is he a great agent who works extremely hard, but he 
is also an honest guy that was a pleasure to work with.”

— Rick & Marilyn Kossik

“Jason was always looking out for our best interest, be it home condition or asking price, 
and he always offered his thoughts on how homes met our objectives based on his deep 
knowledge of the local market. Not only was Jason always accessible and happy to go out 
of his way to meet with us and discuss the necessary aspects of the property, but he had 
the patience to stay with us for over a year, long after other Realtors would have quickly lost 
interest.”

— Nate & Marguerite Thomas
 

“As a commercial real-estate developer from Tulsa, OK, I am grateful Jason was my eyes and 
ears from 2000 miles away. He always answered my hundreds of questions, kept an attentive 
eye focused on the prize, and in the heat of battle ensured I made my waterfront palace my 
trophy, even against another offer. He has earned a seat at my table as a trusted advisor 
and friend. I suggest you experience his thoroughness, personal values, humor, and life 
experience on the island.”

— Michael Sager
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The Windmere Way 

For nearly five years, Jason worked for the oldest real estate brokerage on Bainbridge 
Island, located in the heart of downtown Winslow on Bainbridge Island. 

In 2019, Jason was recruited to join Windermere Real Estate, Bainbridge Island’s leading 
and most respected real estate firm. Windermere Real Estate Bainbridge Island is part of 
the largest regional real estate company in the Western U.S. with over 300 offices serving 
communities in Arizona, California, Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Oregon, 
Utah, Washington, and Mexico. Last year, Windermere closed 87,000 home sales for more 
than $36.7 billion in dollar volume.

More importantly, Windermere has always focused on three basic principles: hire the best 
people; give them the best tools; create thriving communities. It’s not rocket science, but it 
has worked pretty well for more than 45 years.

Windermere has earned a reputation on Bainbridge for professionalism, high standards, 
strong relationships, and community involvement. In fact, for every home Jason helps 
someone buy or sell, a donation goes to support the Windermere Foundation. 

On Bainbridge, local support includes helping the Bainbridge Island Land Trust organize 
its capital campaign. For our local school district and parks districts, funding has 
supported landscaping and trail maintenance work. Other donations include helping 
household chores for people being supported by Arms Around Bainbridge, and funds to 
help cleaning and organizing activities for our local food bank, Helpline House.

Jason joined Windermere because of its stellar team of agents who work hard to support 
each other. No one can be in two places at once, but being part of a team ensures extra 
special care for clients when Jason isn’t available. Being able to provide the best service 
possible is essential to Jason’s personal and professional mission. Now he is part of a 
team of highly skilled real estate professionals who are committed to doing the same.
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Jason@jasonshutt.com

206-399-3641

www.jasonshutt.com

@jasonshutt98110

@jason.shutt.98110

Contact Jason for a virtual or in-person meeting

OFFICE HOURS:

7am to 5pm M-F

7pm to 10pm M-F by appointment 

Weekends by appointment
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jasonshutt.com


